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Ilyenkov’s cry from the heart  
Corinna Lotz 

Abstract 

Evald Ilyenkov’s last book, Leninist Dialectics and the Metaphysics of Positivism, was published in 
1980 shortly after the author’s tragic demise. In it he celebrates the 70th anniversary of Lenin’s still 
controversial Materialism and Empirio-criticism (1909). Like Lenin’s own book, this final contribution 
by Ilyenkov is too often dismissed as mere polemic. But as Soviet/Russian philosopher Lev 
Naumenko noted in the preface: “the fires of the ideological struggle have not weakened”. 
Ilyenkov’s cri de coeur still stands as a call to the future, our future, as a foundation demanding 
further development towards a contemporary theory of knowledge for the purpose of social 
transformation. 

Under the protective shield of “Leniniana” Ilyenkov set out his own approach to materialist dialectics 
as both the science of logic and the logic of revolution. The paper will probe Ilyenkov’s motives, the 
place of Leninist Dialectics within his oeuvre and why the original manuscript was censored by the 
Politizdat publishers. Ilyenkov’s defence of Lenin’s view of Marxist philosophy and his challenge to 
the myth of “two Lenins” was a thinly-disguised attack on the technocratic anti-humanistic ideology 
that prevailed in the late 1970s Soviet Union. 

The paper will explore how Ilyenkov may have directed his work at those in the Soviet bureaucracy 
who embraced Bogdanov’s viewpoint in relation to the economy. The paper explores Ilyenkov’s 
conclusion that “dialectics is also the totality of the forms of natural and social-historical 
development in its universal form” and how he developed Lenin’s concept that Marxist philosophy is 
cast from a “single piece of steel”, as defined in Materialism and Empiriocriticism. The paper 
suggests that Ilyenkov’s contribution to materialist dialectics, far from being an historical artefact, 
can provide philosophical as well as practical avenues to explore, in developing contemporary 
theories of knowledge. Finally, the paper will discuss how we can take forward Ilyenkov’s conclusion 
that “the essence of the matter consists in revealing dialectics as the system of the laws of motion of 
cognition”. 

--- 

Introduction 

The book known as Leninist Dialectics and the Metaphysics of Positivism poses a multi-layered 
challenge. Ilyenkov composed it having accepted a commission to commemorate the 70th 
anniversary of Lenin’s book Materialism and Empiriocriticism1 from the editors of the Politizdat 
publishing house, who included his former student Alexander Polyakov.2 

 
1 Lenin’s book became Volume 18 in the Russian edition and 14 in the English edition of Lenin’s Collected 
Works. 
2 Andrey Maidansky notes that: “At Politizdat, Ilyenkov communicated with the editor Alexander Polyakov (I 
think he was Ilyenkov's student at MSU in 1954). In 1978, Polyakov became the Chief Editor of Politizdat. It was 
probably he who commissioned the book. And all of Ilyenkov's books in Politizdat were edited by his friend 
Eduard Bezcherevnykh. Presumably it was Bezcherevnykh who invented the title Leninist Dialectics and remade 
the unfinished manuscript into a book”. (email to author October 2022) 
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Thus, we view three layers of history through, to use Ilyenkov’s own expression, “time’s magnifying 
glass”. These lenses are our own times; the final year of Ilyenkov’s life (1978-9); and Lenin’s time 
(1908-9), when the Bolshevik leader was researching and writing.  

The questions that perturbed Ilyenkov have a relevance to today’s ideological hegemonies. How 
does Ilyenkov’s battle against positivist philosophies have a bearing on today’s political struggles? 
How do discoveries in contemporary science, in the fields of A1, information technology, 
neurophysiology help or hinder the search for revolutionary solutions? Revisiting the philosophical 
struggles of both Lenin and Ilyenkov may not answer such questions directly, but they will help us 
find directions and methodologies for continuing research.3 

The commission 

Given his life-long battle for a fresh understanding of dialectical logic and materialist dialectics, 
Ilyenkov would have known he was shouldering a complex burden to craft a defence of Lenin’s book 
that would carry his own message. He enlisted a younger friend, Grigori Vodolazov, as co-author to 
write the chapters on Lenin’s political disputes with Bogdanov and the Machists. Vodolazov recalls 
their project: 

“Evald suggested that I write a joint paper… and he would take questions of dialectics, and I would 
take the social problems. It was a fascinating task: Lenin against leftist projects of redrawing the world, 
against voluntaristic programmes forcing people into ‘paradise’ with a club. Here was an opportunity 
to show the difference between Lenin's methodology: the ability to listen to reality and, receiving 
signals from real life, change principles and course: the NEP [New Economic Policy] is the most 
impressive example of this, in contrast to the methodology of Stalinism (with its absolutisation of 
violence, trying to break the back of an unruly, insubordinate reality.” 4 

 
Vodolazov was a kindred spirit in his contempt for timeservers who turned philosophy into formulaic 
“oaths of allegiance”: 

“I hated official Soviet philosophy. Its nomenklatura leaders, all these students of the Institute of Red 
Professors, decked with orders and medals, decorated with Stalin prizes and all sorts of laureates, 
ignoramuses – cynical and arrogant, who performed the ’historical task’ of philosophical vertukhai 
(prison guards), informers, these workers of the Yezhov-Beria KGB ‘philosophical department’. I 
despised their hangers-on, helpfully giving them ‘sixes’. I was sickened by this monotonous 
‘philosophical’ mess that went from one book to another, from one article to another. Everything is 
in one language, one formula, one oath of allegiance and one, standard, curse against the ‘infidels’.” 

Mikhailov’s criticism 

Ilyenkov worked feverishly in the last year of his life to complete the book, forgoing his usual 
summer holiday with his close friend philosopher Felix Mikhailov. Vodolazov didn’t manage to 

 
3 Detailed discussions of Lenin’s book in relation to science and quantum physics were to appear alongside 
Ilyenkov’s own. In a 422-page compilation, Lenin and Modern Natural Science, Mikhail Omelyanovsky gathered a 
host of scientists to revisit the philosophical issues.  Vladislav Lektorsky’s detailed examination of cognition 
Subject Object Cognition, referencing Ilyenkov and Kopnin, amongst others, appeared in 1980. But Ilyenkov 
stands out for his urgent approach and ability to express complex ideas and concepts in language that a 
layperson could understand. 
4 E.V. Ilyenkov in memoirs. G.G. Vodolazov (caute.tk)  Corrected Google translation. 

http://caute.tk/ilyenkov/biog/rem/07.html
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complete his part by the deadline. Then the joint project was broken off by Ilyenkov’s suicide in 
March 1979.5  

Andrey Maidansky’s archival research reveals that after his death Ilyenkov’s “own scattered and 
crumpled manuscript” went through considerable editing to give us the book as it was published. An 
extracted essay appeared in Communist magazine in 1979 in time for the anniversary. The book 
itself was published posthumously in 1980.6 

Searching out the underlying philosophical messages in Lenin’s original, Ilyenkov saw a continuity 
between the empiriocriticism of Lenin’s time and the technocratic fantasy of “socialism” that 
prevailed in Brezhnev’s Soviet Union. Visiting in September 1978, Mikhailov criticised the sharp tone 
of Ilyenkov’s freshly written drafts. “He categorically rejected my remarks,” Mikhailov recalls: 

Ilyenkov responded, saying: “Don't you see that Bogdanov's reckoning about the social essence of 
the technocratic management of society in the name of science is a dangerous dystopia? But it has 
been realised in our country in the unlimited power of that class or layer of the party bureaucracy... 
Our entire life is subordinated to its private interests and is united only in its own imagination by the 
myth of the power of the people. This is not the power of the people… However, the whole machine 
of the state is also an ugly incarnation of the dream of technocrats about an intelligent machine, 
about an artificial intellect as another faceless leader, wisely managing the whole economy and all of 
us!”.7 

This was not surprising, given that, as Maidansky notes, “Any criticism of socialism was a risky 
business, and publishing a coded attack against the ‘real socialism’ in Politizdat, the country's main 
political publishing house, was something out of the ordinary.”8 

Maidansky believes that Ilyenkov’s “main idea” – an open critique of contemporary society 
“practically disappeared from the printed version of his [Ilyenkov’s] book. It is difficult for me to 
judge how it was received by his contemporaries. I can only say with certainty that none of his 
contemporaries, apart from Ilyenkov’s few closest friends, understood that this book was devoted to 
a critique of ‘real socialism’ in the USSR”. 

Mikhailov also says “it was none other than Ilyenkov who under a pseudonym had clearly and boldly 
defined the essence of the state-party bureaucracy as a system of state ownership and the 
disposition of the nation’s land and all that lies in it and on it is worth and moves. This was long 
before perestroika.”9   

Ilyenkov scholar Vesa Oittinen shares my own view that the book “reflects mostly Ilyenkov’s 
authentic views on the subject [of positivism], albeit in a polemical form… He saw in it a narrow, 
‘technocratic’ attitude towards society and the tasks of building socialism… Ilyenkov felt that Soviet 
society was going astray in the 1970s, forgetting the humanistic and cultural ideals of socialism… The 

 
5 Corinna Lotz. Finding Evald Ilyenkov: How a Soviet philosopher who stood up for dialectics continues to inspire. 
2019. See note on page 48 regarding the conflict with Ilyenkov’s  director B.S. Ukraintsev, in the immediate run-
up to Ilyenkov’s suicide on 21 March 1979. 
6 Ilyenkov edited Materialist is Militant and therefore Dialectical based on the manuscripts of his intended book. 
Andrey Maidansky believes it was likely that Ilyenkov was asked to do so by Lev Naumenko, the editor of the 
Communist. It is essay 10, in Intelligent Materialism, Essays on Hegel and Dialectics, translated by Yevgeny 
Pavlov, Brill 2018. 
7 E.V. Ilyenkov in memoirs. F.T. Mikhailov (caute.tk) An edited translation by www.DeepL.com/Translator 
8 Email to author 21 October 2022. 
9 E.V. Ilyenkov in memoirs. F.T. Mikhailov (caute.tk) 

http://caute.tk/ilyenkov/biog/rem/04.html
http://caute.tk/ilyenkov/biog/rem/04.html
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intention was to demonstrate what Lenin ‘really said’ and turn this against the actual Soviet society 
as it existed in Brezhnev’s times.”10 

Because he probed so deeply, despite the undoubted cuts and changes to his manuscript, Ilyenkov’s 
angry message can still be deciphered, certainly by a sympathetic reader. Drawing out and 
explaining the main arguments in such a direct way, cutting through the complexities and textual 
references in Lenin’s book, Ilyenkov does more than simply re-state its basic ideas. Focusing on 
Lenin’s revolutionary aims within their political and historical context, drawing on his 
correspondence with Maxim Gorky and others, he brings to life Lenin’s philosophical and political 
aims. Above all, he engages with Lenin as a philosopher who sought to develop materialist dialectics, 
not only as a partisan political fighter, but in opposition to the reduction of Marxism to forms of 
empiricism on the one hand and mysticism on the other, or indeed a combination of the two, as in 
the case of the Bogdanov circle. 

In addition, Ilyenkov demolishes what he calls out-and-out falsehoods repeated by critics in his own 
time, including the old chestnut that Lenin was a novice in dialectics who had not studied or 
understood Hegel when he wrote Materialism and Empiriocriticism in 1908.11 Ilyenkov cites the 
French philosopher Roger Garaudy and Gajo Petrovic of the Praxis group as authors of the “theory of 
the two Lenins”. Over recent years, Marxist humanist Kevin Anderson, whilst highlighting the 
importance of Lenin’s study of Hegel’s dialectics, continues to perpetuate the notion that the post-
1914 Lenin of the Philosophical Notebooks “broke” with his earlier concept of Marxism as expressed 
in Materialism and Empiriocriticism.12 

Bogdanov 

Ilyenkov drew inspiration from Lenin’s moral and intellectual courage in his unsparing criticism of his 
close comrades, the talented Bogdanov in particular.13 Bogdanov, Anatoly Lunacharsky and the 
other empiriocriticists had supported Bolshevism against Menshevism in the famous 1905 split, with 
Bogdanov on equal footing with Lenin. But after the defeat of the 1905 revolution, as supporters of 
Ernst Mach’s philosophy they began promoting an idealist outlook based, they claimed, on the latest 
scientific discoveries. Bogdanov invented a concept of universal organisational science called 
“tektology”. Today’s re-evaluation of Bogdanov’s work14 emphasises the validity of many of his ideas 

 
10 Vesa Oittinen. Ilyenkov and Lenin’s Dialectic. XIX Ильенковские Чтения: Москва 20-21. апреля 2017. 19th 
Ilyenkov Readings, Moscow April 2017. 
11 Leninist Dialectics and the Metaphysics of Positivism, New Park Publications 1980 p.22-24 (page numbers are 
from the English translation). Available online (but with no page references): 
https://www.marxists.org/archive/ilyenkov/works/positive/index.htm 
12 Kevin Anderson, Lenin, Hegel and Western Marxism 1995/2021. Revisiting Lenin’s Hegel Notebooks, 100 Years 
Later, Socialism and Democracy, Vol. 28: 1 (2014). Anderson criticises Stathis  Kouvlakis for not drawing “as clear 
an opposition as other scholars have done between Lenin’s earlier Materialism and Empirio-Criticism and the 
Hegel Notebooks of 1914-15 
13 LDMP p114-5 
14 Nicholas Bujalsky, in an superbly balanced review, punctures the myth of a Machiavellian Lenin: 
https://marxandphilosophy.org.uk/reviews/19282_red-hamlet-the-life-and-ideas-of-alexander-bogdanov-by-
james-d-whiteempiriomonism-essays-in-philosophy-books-1-3-by-alexander-bogdanov-reviewed-by-nicholas-
bujalski/  He writes: “Empiriomonism was not rejected for any ‘orthodox’ party line, but it was in fact through 
polemics with Bogdanov that Plekhanov and Lenin developed a Russian Marxist reconsideration of the German 
Idealist inheritance and a certain ‘return to Hegel’ in the face of scientific positivism”. 

https://kevin-anderson.com/article/revisiting-lenins-hegel-notebooks-100-years-later/
https://kevin-anderson.com/article/revisiting-lenins-hegel-notebooks-100-years-later/
https://marxandphilosophy.org.uk/reviews/19282_red-hamlet-the-life-and-ideas-of-alexander-bogdanov-by-james-d-whiteempiriomonism-essays-in-philosophy-books-1-3-by-alexander-bogdanov-reviewed-by-nicholas-bujalski/
https://marxandphilosophy.org.uk/reviews/19282_red-hamlet-the-life-and-ideas-of-alexander-bogdanov-by-james-d-whiteempiriomonism-essays-in-philosophy-books-1-3-by-alexander-bogdanov-reviewed-by-nicholas-bujalski/
https://marxandphilosophy.org.uk/reviews/19282_red-hamlet-the-life-and-ideas-of-alexander-bogdanov-by-james-d-whiteempiriomonism-essays-in-philosophy-books-1-3-by-alexander-bogdanov-reviewed-by-nicholas-bujalski/
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in the scientific sphere, such as cybernetics and systems theory, as earlier acknowledged by the New 
Park editors in the 1982 English language edition of Ilyenkov’s book.15 

As Ilyenkov explains, Lenin took great care to avoid any crude identity between the scientific 
contribution made by Mach and the immediate political affiliation of Bogdanov followers. He 
distinguished between scientific research and what scientists said about philosophy. There was a 
disconnect between the two, a contradiction, between what scientists thought and what they 
philosophised.  

Lenin’s motivation was the urgent need for revolutionaries to understand how it was that the 
Romanov monarchy “proved to be stronger than the multi-million democratic forces of a gigantic 
country?”16 Ilyenkov re-posed the question in a different way: how could a technocratic, repressive 
bureaucracy continue to stunt and distort the transition of the Soviet Union into a truly socialist 
economy? For us it could perhaps be asked how is it that mass popular movements have not yet 
succeeded in bringing about a transition from capitalism to a more advanced society? 

Ilyenkov writes:  

“In 1908 they searched for and seized upon such ‘vagueness of expression’ on the part of H. Hertz. 
Now they [the Bogdanovites] are just as diligently seizing upon sentences they find useful from 
Einstein, Bohr, Born, Heisenberg, Schrödinger, and Wiener, and they are just as diligently 
suppressing their other statements which speak in favour of both materialism and dialectics.”17 

So how do Ilyenkov’s arguments help counteract the continuing accusation that 20th and 21st century 
science has made materialism outdated and wrong?  In his best-selling books quantum physicist 
Carlo Rovelli, for example, extensively critiques materialism. But as Ilyenkov emphasises again and 
again, “it was not simply materialism that Lenin defended in his book. He defended scientific (i.e. 
materialist) dialectics. Dialectics as the logic and theory of knowledge of contemporary 
materialism.”18  

Dialectics 

Ilyenkov makes the crucial connection with Lenin’s study of Hegel’s dialectics in his studies of Hegel’s 
Science of Logic gathered in the Philosophical Notebooks of 1914-1619 only six years after 
Materialism and Empiricism. He reasserts the dividing line between philosophical materialism and 
philosophical idealism, saying there is no middle path. Taking up the challenge that modern physics 
shows that “matter has disappeared”, Ilyenkov asserts that “dialectics consists in not being able to 
define matter as such: it can only be defined through its opposite, and only if one of the opposites is 
primary, and the other arises from it.”20  

Ilyenkov conveys the human dimension and significance of the philosophical concepts of absolute 
and relative in relation to individual consciousness or soul and the objective existence of the Ideal 
independently of individuals. He interprets Hegel’s notion of spirit – whether Weltgeist (world spirit) 
or Zeitgeist (spirit of the age) – as follows: 

 
15 New Park Publications translated “Leninist Dialectics and the Metaphysics of Positivism. Reflections on Lenin’s 
book ‘Materialism and Empirio-Criticism’” into English and published it in 1982. Henceforth referred to as LDMP 
16 LDMP P.14  
17 LDMP p.141  
18 LDMP p 40  
19 Volume 38 of Lenin’s Collected Works. 
20 LDMP p 28 
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“ …the aggregate ‘total’ – spirit of mankind lives and has been developing for thousands of years 
already, giving birth to ever newer and newer souls and once again swallowing them up, thereby 
preserving them in the make-up of spiritual culture, in the make-up of the spirit … herein lies the 
meaning and essence of Hegel’s – dialectical – interpretation of the immortality of the spirit, 
notwithstanding the mortality of the soul. One comes into being through the other. Through its 
opposite.”21 

Being, consciousness and thought 

Ilyenkov uses his tribute to Lenin’s original to reassert in a clear and simple way that “evolution and 
revolutions which occur within consciousness (within social consciousness), are determined and 
explained by the fact that this consciousness – despite all illusions which it can create on this 
account – is forced in its own development to subordinate to as if to a higher authority, to the power 
of ‘Mister Fact’… ”.22 

The essence of materialism is “the recognition of objective reality existing independently of human 
cognition and reflected by it”. But the form of this recognition, “these ideas,” he insists, “inevitably 
prove to be historically limited, changeable and subject to reconsideration by natural science itself.23 

He goes on to define thought as arising “within and during the process of material action as one of 
its features, one of its aspects, and only later is divided into a special activity (isolated in space and 
time) finding ‘sign’ form only in man”.24 

Being and consciousness exist as a dialectical whole. Therefore, epistemology and ontology are a 
single piece of steel, to use Lenin’s expression. 

“To include the ‘negative’ in the conception of the ‘positive’ without losing the unity of opposites 
(and this is what constitutes dialectics) is impossible without an ‘epistemological’ approach to the 
‘ontology’ of scientific knowledge.”25 

“Spiritual culture” Ilyenkov writes, “is formed by a multitude of dialectically-contradictory 
interactions between them”.  His “them” is the “historically developing whole” and the individual 
psyche. In today’s world of fast-moving global crisis, this is precisely why not only materialism, but 
dialectics is so vital for grasping the reality of social and political change. It is investigating and 
understanding the living conflict, interaction and transformations between the social being and 
social consciousness which provide theoretical keys to political transformation.  

What is the controversy? 

Why does Lenin’s book still cause such controversy? How could Ilyenkov champion a book which is 
regularly condemned as mere polemics? 

Ilyenkov scholar David Bakhurst has described Materialism and Empiriocriticism as “possibly the 
rudest work of philosophy ever published”,26 going on to trace what he sees as its “disastrous 
influence on the subsequent history of Soviet philosophical culture”. Bakhurst is not alone in seeing 

 
21 LDMP p 36 
22 LDMP p 117 
23 LDMP p128 
24 LDMP p 32 
25 LDMP p 132 
26 On Lenin’s Materialism and Empiriocriticism, David Bakhurst SEET 2018. Studies in East European Thought 
https://doi.org/10.1007/s11212-018-9303-7  

https://doi.org/10.1007/s11212-018-9303-7
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Lenin’s language and style as offensive. I would contest Bakhurst’s suggestion, that in eulogising a 
book so widely idealised and dogmatised in the Stalin and post-Stalin era, Ilyenkov somehow 
remained under a spell that prevented him from seeing Lenin’s book “for what it was”. 

As Maidansky has noted, and Ilyenkov’s closest friends bear witness, Ilyenkov never lost sight of his 
desire to expose what he saw as the philosophical underpinning of his own times, that is, 
contemporary Soviet society. He was firmly convinced that both Soviet and Chinese “socialism” were 
variants of “Bogdanovschchina”, the very philosophy that Lenin dissected in his book.27  

The harsh tone of Materialism and Empiriocriticism rarely fails to draw opprobrium from other 
quarters too. Rovelli devotes a chapter of Helgoland, his latest book on quantum physics, to the 
dispute between Lenin and Aleksandr Bogdanov. Rovelli has an enchanting and seductive style of 
writing, brilliantly challenging his readers to overturn common-sense thinking about space and time 
and plunge into the unknown, to explore the mysteries of wave-particle duality and the uncertainty 
principle. But at the same time, he mystifies things, attacking what he sees as outdated notions of 
materialism. He quotes from Bakhurst, saying that Lenin’s style is “rather repulsive”, going on to 
refer approvingly to Bogdanov’s prediction that Lenin’s alleged “dogmatism” would “suffocate the 
Russian revolution. Such criticisms are only too common.  

Many interpreters have noted that Materialism and Empiriocriticism became a kind of bible during 
the Stalin and Brezhnev eras. But was this the inevitable outcome of Lenin’s style, as is commonly 
asserted?  Soviet philosophy scholar Marina Bykova thinks not, explaining that the rhetoric of 
“Leninism” was a constructed disguise for Stalin’s hegemony. She notes: “The strategy of presenting 
Lenin as the ultimate authority was nothing else but a kind of necessary camouflage for establishing 
the cult of Stalin, who was openly declared “Lenin [of] today” and who at that time was already well 
positioned to interpret and employ ‘Lenin’s wisdom’ in both theory and practice according to his 
own political and ideological goals”.28 

As with Marx, the fact that ideas were dogmatised and abused to mask and justify entirely different 
political aims does not signify that the ideas were flawed in themselves, nor that their originator 
should be held responsible for what was to come. The notion that there is unbroken continuity 
between Lenin’s own ideas and struggle and the invention of “Leninism” is not borne out by the 
evidence. Nor is it a view that grapples with the underlying dialectic of revolution and 
counterrevolution that characterises Soviet history. 

Developing from Ilyenkov 

In Leninist Dialectics Ilyenkov speaks of the contradictory unity of a dialectical theory of knowledge. 
We should grasp that this unity is not simply “derived” or secondary.  Higher mental functions, to 
use Lev Vygotsky’s term, including rational and scientific thought, do not just “emerge”. There is a 
potential or real conflict between our thoughts, desires and intentions and our physical being. 
Thought arises in a series of moments of negation and is in direct or indirect contradiction with 
being in a “negation” process, for example in efforts to accomplish a task or realise an ideal.  

 
27 Andrey Maidansky transcript of Q&A of webinar Discoveries in the Ilyenkov archive with IFI 13 
January 2022 https://internationalfriendsofilyenkov.files.wordpress.com/2022/11/maidansky-
discoveries-in-the-ilyenkov-archive-international-friends-of-ilyenkov-eng.pdf  
28 Bykova, M. Lenin and Philosophy: on the philosophical significance of Materialism and Empiriocriticism. T. 
Rockmore and N. Levine (eds.), The Palgrave Handbook of Leninist 
Political Philosophy, https://doi.org/10.1057/978-1-137-51650-3_4  

https://internationalfriendsofilyenkov.files.wordpress.com/2022/11/maidansky-discoveries-in-the-ilyenkov-archive-international-friends-of-ilyenkov-eng.pdf
https://internationalfriendsofilyenkov.files.wordpress.com/2022/11/maidansky-discoveries-in-the-ilyenkov-archive-international-friends-of-ilyenkov-eng.pdf
https://doi.org/10.1057/978-1-137-51650-3_4
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In Leninist Dialectics Ilyenkov does not elucidate the “determinations of reflection” in this way or 
elaborate the self-movement of the real within thought. But building on his insistence on dialectics 
and his concept of the ideal we should go further in examining contradictory self-movement of being 
and thought.  In this respect, revisiting Lenin’s study of Hegel’s Logic offers fruitful avenues of 
research. 

Empiriocriticism was impoverished by its Kantian scepticism in respect to the objectivity of the 
moments of reflection. In his Philosophical Notebooks Lenin copied out Hegel’s words: “In the 
unessential, in Semblance, there is a moment of not-Being”, remarking that Kantian scepticism 
separates the unessential moment, the superficial, from essence: “You include in Schein [semblance] 
all the wealth of the world and you deny the objectivity of Schein".29   

Cognition is a journey, a path we tread, from sensation to the perception of the immediacy of things. 
That immediacy (also known as “semblance”, Hegel’s “Schein”) simultaneously embodies essence, 
which must reveal itself. Dialectical cognition involves dialectical logic which can embrace the 
opposites of appearance and essence. But this is only the beginning.30 Sensation, instead of being 
the source of knowledge, as the empiriocritics propose, is the direct connection between the 
“whole” wider world, including individual and social mental and psychological processes, and the 
“part” – the cognising subject. Thus, it involves the union and interpenetration of opposites: the 
material and spiritual or Ideal world and individual consciousness. It is only the start of our journey. 
Our knowledge is always relative to the object of study and to the historical moment. 

Conclusions 

In his article On the Significance of Militant Materialism, written in April 1922, another fraught 
moment in Soviet history, Lenin denounced “the dull and dry paraphrases of Marxism, almost 
completely unillustrated by skilfully selected facts, which predominate in our literature and which (it 
is no use hiding the fact) frequently distort Marxism”. He also insisted that materialism without 
dialectics “materialism cannot be militant materialism. It will not be so much the fighter as the 
fought”.31 

The misuse of Leninist terminology, and dialectics, the separation of dialectics from materialism was 
also what Ilyenkov sought to counter. He considered that essay to be Lenin’s philosophical 
testament. He paraphrased Lenin’s words: “Without dialectics, materialism invariably proves to be 
not the victor (or a militant), but the vanquished, i.e., it inevitably suffers a defeat in the war with 
idealism”.32   

A contemporary theory of knowledge must embrace the dialectic between living, breathing and 
thinking human beings and their individual as well as social being and consciousness. This requires a 
re-examination of dialectical logic and thought, not simply building on what we garner from 
immediate empirical evidence. No wonder Ilyenkov was accused of “gnoseology”. God forbid that 
we should think about thought! 

Ilyenkov was motivated by a desire to defend the revolution in its theoretical aspects under the 
conditions that prevailed in the late 1970s. He was anguished by the problems he saw in the Soviet 
economy and philosophical culture of his day.  He did not elide or abolish the distinction between 

 
29 Lenin, Philosophical Notebooks Vol. 38 CW. P. 131. 
30 See Lotz, C, A Theory and Practice of Cognition for Our Time: Building on Ilyenkov’s Dialectical Logic 
https://marxismandsciences.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/09/lotz_ms_230102102.pdf  
31 On the Significance of Militant Materialism (marxists.org) 
32 LDMP and https://www.marxists.org/archive/ilyenkov/works/positive/positiv1.htm  

https://marxismandsciences.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/09/lotz_ms_230102102.pdf
https://www.marxists.org/archive/lenin/works/1922/mar/12.htm
https://www.marxists.org/archive/ilyenkov/works/positive/positiv1.htm
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philosophy and science. He saw a continuity between Lenin’s struggle against positivism and the 
non-socialist degeneration of the Soviet Union. Leninist Dialectics was a critique of Soviet society and 
those who professed to be dialectical materialists in his own time.  

Looking ahead at the effect and consequences of positivism, particularly the uncritical acceptance of 
what was, Ilyenkov was scathing about the lack of concrete, empirical study of the evolution of 
Soviet economy and society. “Theory” reduced to accepting what existed.  Whilst criticising Machism 
and Bogdanov, Ilyenkov simultaneously cried out to his contemporaries who knew as well as he did 
that the stagnating Soviet Union in the late 1970s was going nowhere. He was open about his view 
that its economy and society could not be considered socialist. This was why developing a 
contemporary theory of knowledge mattered so much.  

Ilyenkov writes quoting Lenin: “Among them [contemporary concepts] belongs the principle 
(concept) of the relativity of our knowledge [my emphasis], including scientific knowledge, a 
principle, ‘which, in a period of abrupt breakdown of the old theories, is taking a firm hold upon the 
physicists, and which, if the latter are ignorant of dialectics, inevitably leads to idealism.’”33 

Carlo Rovelli, along with today’s social constructivists and post-structuralists, emphasises the 
relativity of knowledge. That includes prominent epistemologists like Markus Gabriel in his latest 
book, Der Sinn des Denkens (The Sense of Thought, 2022). But this relativity all too often becomes 
absolutized and one-sided to downgrade the possibility of an objective shared understanding, as 
much as Rovelli and Gabriel desire this. In this regard, Ilyenkov’s concept of the “Ideal” and its 
connection with practice as an indispensable and objective component in human offers a rich 
potential. 

Ilyenkov writes: 

“In other words, without acknowledging the organic unity and the indissoluble interconnectedness 
of the relative and absolute within scientific knowledge, you do not have to speak about the 
objectivity or universality of this knowledge whatsoever. Any possibility of distinguishing truth from 
a subjective idea is destroyed, the experimental and practical verification of the knowledge is 
impossible. There is not and cannot be anything objective among our ideas (concepts, or theories).” 

In his closing chapter, Ilyenkov repeatedly emphasises the relativity of human knowledge and the 
importance of interpreting the achievement of science “in the context of its integral historical 
development”. Today, new understandings of mental development, including activity and enactive 
theory and new understanding of neuroplasticity, offer great possibilities. The physicality of thought 
can be grasped concretely as a moving, transformative relationship.  

A contemporary theory of knowledge can benefit from Ilyenkov’s work on Lenin and Hegel’s 
dialectics, the pioneering concept of the Ideal and draw out the dialectical implications of 21st 
century scientific knowledge. Not to cherry pick this or that scientific concept, but to critically 
analyse – and synthesise – the logic of the real contradictions which are the essence of both science 
and historical human development. This can help us challenge the sources of scepticism about the 
possibility of knowledge, so prevalent in our era of post-truth and alt-facts. 

 
33 MDMP page 143 
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